We investigate theoretically a refrigerator based on a two-level system (TLS) coupled alternately to two different heat baths. Modulation of the coupling is achieved by tuning the level spacing of the TLS. We find that the TLS, which avoids quantum coherences, creates finite cooling power for one of the baths in sudden cycles, i.e. acts as a refrigerator even in the limit of infinite operation frequency. By contrast, the cycles that create quantum coherence in the sudden expansions and compressions lead to heating of both the baths. We propose a driving method that avoids creating coherence and thus restores the cooling in this system. We also discuss a physical realization of the cycle based on a superconducting qubit coupled to dissipative LC-resonators.
Introduction:
In quantum thermodynamics, one of the timely questions is whether and under what conditions quantum features such as entanglement and coherence can enhance the performance of heat engines and refrigerators [1] [2] [3] . In many models of such machines, quantum coherence is found to be useful [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] , whereas its adverse effect has also been reported [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] or its usefulness may even depend on the quantity of interest [17] . An interesting regime is given by sudden cycles where control parameters of the system change infinitely rapidly. In this limit, the system poses potentially a powerful engine or refrigerator [18, 19] . It has been suggested that refrigeration is made possible by quantum coherence in such cycles [2, 20, 21] . Here we show in a simple yet realistic scheme that, on the contrary, an "incoherent" refrigerator which avoids creating off-diagonal elements of the density matrix in the eigenbasis of the instantaneous Hamiltonian, produces a finite cooling power in the sudden limit, while creation of coherence is a disadvantage and completely forbids cooling. Further, we demonstrate that it is possible to suppress coherence and thereby restore cooling in a quantum system in sudden cycles. For practical implementation, we present an experimentally feasible circuit using a superconducting qubit, where the presented cycle can be naturally realized. Our main results on the points above are captured by the final expressions in Eqs. (9) , (13) and (14) .
Description of the system: We first present an abstract model of our cooling cycle and then introduce a physical implementation of it based on a superconducting qubit. The idea is shown in Fig. 1a . A two-level system (TLS) is sandwiched between the two baths at temperatures T C ≡ 1/(k B β C ) and T H ≡ 1/(k B β H ). The essence of the cooling cycle is that when the level spacing is tuned to its low value ∆E C , the system is coupled to the cold bath only, with the relaxation rate of Γ C ↓ , and similarly, when the spacing assumes the higher value ∆E H , the system couples only to the hot bath with Γ ' ). In the analysis below, we find a cyclic steady-state solution for the system state and heat currents, i.e. power, P C , P H to the cold and hot baths, respectively. In particular we look for the high frequency f = 1/(2δt) → ∞ solution under different conditions. This cycle can be realized physically (Fig. 1c) by a superconducting qubit [22, 23] coupled to the baths C and H via coplanar waveguide resonators with resonance frequencies ω C = ∆E C / and ω H = ∆E H / , respectively [13, 24, 25] . If the difference between the level separations, |∆E H − ∆E C |, is large enough for a given quality factor Q B of the resonator, the TLS couples essentially to one bath only at a time and we obtain the presented alternating cycle as will be detailed in the final section of this paper.
Quantum cycle: The cycle described above can be analyzed precisely for a quantum TLS weakly coupled to the baths. Due to piecewise constant and abrupt legs in the cycle, we do not have to resort to possibly uncontrolled master equations under rapid change of the parameters. Instead, we adopt the sudden approximation of quantum mechanics for the (de)compression legs, and the standard Lindbladian evolution [26, 27] of the TLS with constant level separation for the thermalization legs over the time intervals δt. We analyze these two different types of evolutions one by one and then find the steady state (cyclic) result by imposing continuity of the density matrix in time. The qubit has the Hamiltonian
where E 0 is the overall energy scale, ∆ is the coupling and q the control parameter (magnetic or electric field). Its eigenstates in the fixed spin-up/spin-down basis {|+ , |− } read
with level separation
In Eq. (3), η(q) ≡ (q/∆)/ 1 + (q/∆) 2 . The relaxation can be neglected during the fast q-ramp between q = 0 and q = q max , so that the density matrices ρ i , ρ f before and after the ramp are connected by a unitary evolution,
, we obtain for the q-ramps: 0 → q max and q max → 0:
Here, η max ≡ η(q max ), D ≡ ρ gg − 1/2 and R ≡ Re(ρ ge e iφ ), where φ = dt∆E/ is the phase accumulated along the thermalization legs. For assumed real ∆, the imaginary part I ≡ Im(ρ ge e iφ ) remains constant in these ramps. The same result, Eq. (5), can be obtained by integration of the Lindblad master equation for this system [13] .
For the (partial) thermalization parts of the cycle between the sudden legs, q = constant, only the relaxation drives the TLS evolution i.e., according to the standard master equation we havė
where
In the limit of short thermalization time δt, we may then write with analogous notations as for the sudden leg,
Equation (7), together with the fact thatİ = 0 in the sudden legs, implies that I ≡ 0 in a limit cycle. Next, we combine all the four legs in the cycle assuming the steady-state situation when the system returns to the same state after each driving period (limit cycle, ρ a = ρ a ), obtaining a set of equations as
Heat currents to the cold
(9) Thus in this limit both baths are heated. As discussed below, this is a manifestation of the adverse effect of coherence on the performance of a quantum refrigerator. The lowest order correction to P C(H) in ∆/q max equals
Classical Otto refrigerator at high frequency: For the classical system, we assume a diagonal density matrix whose evolution is governed by the rate equation for the ground state population ρ gg = 1 − ρ ee aṡ
Such dynamics can be realized for instance using a singleelectron box as a classical TLS [28] . For infinitely fast expansion and compression, ρ again remains constant. Yet in the thermalization legs of infinitesimal duration, Γ B Σ δt 1, the population changes according to Eq. (10) as
Here we have set the initial time in each thermalization leg to zero. In this situation the populations in the limit cycle are governed by
where D i denotes the shifted ground state population ρ gg − 1/2, as before, at position i = a, b, c, d in the cycle. In order to calculate the average power to bath B, we define the change of the population on the thermalization
. From the detailed balance conditions (1), the average power to the baths, P C(H) = ±∆D∆E C(H) f , is then
One can see immediately from Eq. (13) that for equal temperatures β ≡ β C = β H and setting ∆E H > ∆E C , P C < 0 and P H > 0, (14) meaning that the bath to which the system couples at lower level splitting cools down whereas that with higher energy separation heats up. Thus incoherent dynamics leads to refrigeration even in sudden cycles. The coefficient of performance of the refrigerator is ≡ extracted heat/work = −P C /(P C + P H ). Based on Eq. (13), in the sudden limit it is
which is precisely the same as for an ideal low frequency Otto cycle. The expression of powers to the cold and hot baths can be further simplified if β∆E 1 and assuming that the excitation when coupled to the cold bath presents the slowest rate. In this case
As a partial explanation of the adverse effect of quantum coherence on refrigeration in our model, we consider a simple related example, where coherence leads to dissipation. Assume a TLS starting from an equilibrium state ρ = exp (−βH)/Tr[exp (−βH)], where H is the Hamiltonian and β is the inverse temperature, and driven by a changing external control parameter such as magnetic flux. Then the final state of the system is ρ = U ρU † , where U is the unitary evolution operator. Coherence can be created between the eigenstates of the final Hamiltonian if the system Hamiltonian does not commute at different time instances, [H(t), H(t )] = 0. Let the occupation probability of the excited state |e be P ee . One can directly show that creation of the coherence in the final state, which depends upon the rate of driving, implies that the occupation probability of the excited state P ee = e |ρ |e at the end of the evolution (|e is the excited state of the final Hamiltonian) is higher than the initial P ee . On the other hand, for an infinitely slow process, the quantum adiabatic theorem holds and hence no coherence will be created, i.e., the populations in the energy eigenstates remain unchanged. Therefore, in general, the final energy of a system which is driven fast is higher than that of a slowly driven system. This difference of energy can be interpreted as the cost of creating coherence. Further, if this system is allowed to interact with a heat bath, decoherence takes place, and the extra energy spent to create the coherence will be dissipated to the heat bath. This phenomenon is often called quantum friction [15] . It has been studied in different contexts [16, 29, 30] , and can be viewed qualitatively (although the initial state of our TLS in the limit cycle is not thermal) as the reason for the failure of the quantum refrigerator in the high-frequency limit.
The populations in the instantaneous eigenstates of the Hamiltonian change under fast driving due to the creation of coherence. For example, D c is different from D b due to the sudden ramp in Eq. (8) . There are 'shortcut to adiabaticity' protocols to keep the populations unchanged during fast processes [31] [32] [33] [34] [35] . The eigenvectors of the quantum TLS in Eq. (3) are q-dependent. Therefore, when q is varied in time, eigenvectors become time-dependent which in turn creates coherence during the sudden cycle. As we have seen, creation of coherence affects refrigeration adversely. To suppress the creation of quantum coherence, we can use a simple and experimentally feasible technique [16] : we may envision a cycle, in which q and ∆ are varied in time such that their ratio remains constant throughout the cycle. Since the energy eigenstates (|g , |e ) in Eq. (3) are functions of q/∆, they become time-independent and hence no coherence will be created, but varying the parameters q and ∆ changes the energy level spacing (Eq. (4)). Since the density matrix in this protocol remains diagonal, the time evolution of the TLS is governed by Eqs. (10) and (11) as in the classical regime. Therefore, the refrigeration is restored and is described by the same Eqs. (13)- (15) as above. The basic shortcuts to adiabaticity involve compensating fields that are proportional to the time derivative of q [32] . This means infinite fields for sudden cycles, which is infeasible for experimental realization. On the contrary, the protocol we propose above (constant q/∆) avoids this problem making it experimentally attractive. This can be realized for instance by tuning simultaneously magnetic flux and gate voltage in a charge qubit configuration [23, 36] .
Experimental feasibility and discussion: Figure 1c presents an experimental set-up proposed for realizing a four-stroke quantum refrigerator [13] that has been tested under steady-state conditions experimentally in Ref. [24] . In this circuit the alternating coupling between the two baths, resistors R C and R H , is achieved thanks to the two LC resonators with different frequencies f B = ω B /(2π) = ∆E B /h, B = C, H. The rate of emitting a photon to bath B for a TLS with level separation ∆E is then obtained from the standard golden rule expression as
exhibiting a Lorentzian resonance for the qubit at level separation ∆E B . Here κ B is the dimensional coupling between the qubit and the resonator, and Q B is the quality factor of the lossy resonator B. Thus, making the quality factor of the resonators Q B much larger in comparison to ∆E C /(∆E H − ∆E C ), the TLS couples essentially to one bath only at a time. This condition can be met for any Q B 1, unless the two resonators are nearly identical. The regime we discuss, the "sudden limit", can be reached by operating at frequencies f Γ, where Γ can be approximated by Eq. (16) at resonance. This condition can be controlled by setting the coupling κ B between the qubit and the resonator weak enough. Since this coupling is either capacitive or inductive in a superconducting qubit, it can be down-tuned by geometry of the device. Typical numbers for superconducting (transmon) qubits are in the range of κ B ∼ 10 −2 [22, 24] . For order of magnitude estimates, we may assume that the typical rates in Eq. (16) are Γ ∼ κ B ∆E/ at resonance. For a realistic level spacing of ∆E/k B = 0.1 K, and κ B cited above, we have Γ ∼ 100 MHz; f > 100 MHz can be easily achieved in the experiment. In this situation, the typical powers, based on Eqs. (9) and (13) are of the order of P B ∼ Γ∆E ∼ 10 −16 W, which is about one to two orders higher than the experimental noise equivalent power achieved by standard bolometric techniques [24] . What is usually considered as the limit of validity of Markovian analysis, as presented here, is that the bath correlation time needs to be shorter than the inverse decay rates of the quantum system. This is achieved by down-tuning the qubit relaxation rates at resonance to below the typical electron-electron collision rate in metal absorbers and the inverse resonator linewidth Q B /ω B , which both are > 10 9 Hz, corresponding to the relevant correlation time.
In conclusion, we have demonstrated sudden cooling cycles for both classical and quantum systems. Quantum cycles lead to dissipation due to coherence generation. Yet refrigeration can be resumed by mimicing classical dynamics via a simple driving protocol, where the instantaneous eigenstates do not vary during the operation. Implementing the tunable coupling to the baths can turn out to be more challenging for a classical TLS [37] , since the diagonal evolution comes then at the cost of adding an uncontrollable decoherence path. Therefore, we propose that it is an advantage to use a quantum TLS avoiding coherences as explained. We present a realistic set-up based on superconducting circuit quantum electrodynamics platform to test our predictions experimentally.
